
 

         

 

The Top Reasons To Study Italian: 
  

1. Italian is recognized as one of the most beautiful languages on the planet.  

Having descended directly from the Roman Republic and Empire (500 BCE-476 CE), Italian is Latin’s closest 

living relative! An estimated 60 percent of English vocabulary also comes from Latin. Knowing Italian will, 

therefore, help improve your English SAT scores. 

2. The Language of Jobs and Business. 

Italy is one of the largest economies in the world, with a GDP of $1.8 trillion. An estimated 7,500 U.S. 

companies have offices in Italy, and every major U.S. company does business of significance with the country. 

Italy is renowned for specialty manufacturing and other high-value industrial processes. Knowing Italian is, 

therefore, greatly beneficial to a business career and particularly so if one pursues international business.  

3. The Language of Cities and Landscapes. 

Italian cities and the countryside are breathtaking, and Italians are known for their friendliness. At Burlington 

High School, you will have the opportunity to participate in our student exchange program and travel to Italy! 

4. The Language of Art. 

Italy has the highest number of UNESCO sites. Some of the greatest art treasures are found in Italy. Some of 

the most famous Western artists, like Giotto, Leonardo da Vinci, and Michelangelo, were Italian. 

5. The Language of Music. 

Opera was born in Italy, and most musical terms are Italian. If you play a classical instrument, you already 

know this! Allegro, Andante, Sonata, Scherzo, Forte, Moderato, Crescendo, even the word “Piano” 

itself—these are all Italian! 

6. The Language of Food. 

Italian food is one of best and most popular in the world. A drive through any town in the Greater Boston area 

demonstrates how much Italian restaurants are loved. The “Strega” (an Italian word that means “witch” ) 

Steakhouse along 128 in Woburn is but one obvious example. Italian has the highest number of words for 

describing food. 

7. An American Heritage. 

Learning Italian also means becoming aware of Italians’ contributions to this country. Italian continues to be 

spoken in Italian communities throughout the Boston area and across the U.S. Moreover, Italian culture has 

contributed significantly to U.S. culture over the past 150 years. 

8. Intellectual Stimulation. 

Learning Italian enhances your skills in analyzing, discussing, and categorizing information and ideas. Though 

fluid and beautiful, Italian also has a very logical and categorical structure, the learning of which improves 

intellectual/mental functioning. 

9. Self-Fulfillment. 

Speaking Italian is a big accomplishment which brings great satisfaction and confidence. By taking Italian at the 

high school level, you will learn to speak one of the world’s most beloved Romance languages—something 

that many people would love to do, if only they had been given the chance! 

 AND YOU HAVE THE CHANCE. SO, BROADEN YOUR HORIZONS ... STUDY ITALIAN! 


